ALASKA BOARD OF FISHERIES
DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY

Sport Fish Guiding Logbooks and Reports

#2004-231-FB

Under the authority of AS 16.05.270, the Alaska Board of Fisheries delegates to the Commissioner of the Department of Fish and Game the authority under as 16.05.251 to adopt and amend regulations, including amendment of 5 AAC 75.076 to provide specific requirements and procedures for completion and submission of sport fishing guide logbooks, or comparable reports, by sport fishing services, operators, and sport fishing guides. This delegation includes authority to amend other regulations as necessary to acknowledge or otherwise conform to the regulations that specifically provide for the logbooks or comparable records.

This delegation of authority supercedes the previous delegation (board finding #98-178A-FB).

Adopted: November 13, 2004

Art Nelson, Chair
Alaska Board of Fisheries
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